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Abstract
Reverse engineering involves analyzing the design, architecture, and functionality of systems, and is crucial for legacy systems. Legacy systems are outdated software systems that are still in use and often lack proper documentation, which makes their maintenance and evolution challenging. To address this, we introduce SC2Req, utilizing the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) for automated code analysis and requirement generation. This approach aims to convert source code into understandable requirements and bridge the gap between those two. Through experiments on diverse software projects, SC2Req shows the potential to enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the translation process. This approach not only facilitates faster software development and easier maintenance of legacy systems but also lays a strong foundation for future research, promoting better understanding and communication in software development.

Introduction
The rapid growth of digital technology has led to software systems becoming an indispensable part of businesses and organizations across various industries. However, many software systems have evolved over decades and are now referred to as legacy systems (Warren 2012). These legacy systems are generally large, complex, and poorly documented. Understanding the architecture of these systems is essential for managing them. Reverse engineering helps developers understand operations, identify flaws, and improve systems. Applications of this process include malware detection, data recovery, and maintenance and improvement of legacy systems (García-Borgeñoñon et al. 2023).

Building on this, researchers have implemented various tools for reverse engineering and automating source code documentation. Technologies such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which are applied to generate summaries based on code patterns and structures (Iyer et al. 2016). Khan and Uddin utilized OpenAI’s Codex to automatically generate documentation for the code (Khan and Uddin 2022). Ahmad et al. harnessed Transformer models for automated documentation and summarization of source code (Ahmad et al. 2020). Although some studies have concentrated on documenting specific code units, such as methods and functions, they lack a comprehensive solution for obtaining the requirements necessary for software development or maintenance.

In this study, we introduce SC2Req, which uses the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) to convert source code into requirements. Combining GPT’s code analysis strength with natural language generation, SC2Req effectively bridges the code-requirement gap. Tested across various software projects, SC2Req demonstrated its potential in aligning documentation with true system requirements, offering a streamlined approach to software development and legacy system maintenance.

Experiment
Datasets and Preprocessing
We collected source code and requirement pairs from six software systems spanning different domains. These include Albergate (55 requirements), SMOS (1073 requirements), EBT (98 requirements), eTour (310 requirements), iTrust (534 requirements), and eAnci (567 requirements). In our six-fold cross-validation experiment, each iteration held out one dataset as an unseen test set, using the rest five datasets for training (80%) and validation (20%).

Although we intended to evaluate various programming languages, obtaining varied real-world paired datasets proved challenging. Therefore, we utilized the GPT-3 text-DaVinci-003 model to convert Java source code from our projects into Python and JavaScript, generating multi-language datasets. For correctness, we employed tests and expert reviews. Italian datasets like Albergate and eAnci were translated to English using DeepL and verified by native Italian computer science students. After data cleaning, we had a final count of 2,637 code and requirement pairs.

For SC2Req’s assessment, we benchmarked against the original GPT-3 model (i.e., Basic GPT) and a human-based approach (i.e., Human Rewritten). For the Human Rewritten method, we engaged 20 computer science graduate students, training them to rephrase requirements from source codes.
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SMOS 35.39 0.81

eTour 29.11 0.66
eAnci 34.55 0.77

Table 2: Experimental results when each dataset is held out

Albergate 33.05 0.72

Table 1: Experimental results when each dataset attends

Albergate SC2Req 38.22 0.74

Basic GPT 18.74 0.58

Human Rewritten 36.33 0.73

SMOS SC2Req 45.73 0.86

Basic GPT 36.33 0.73

Human Rewritten 47.38 0.88

EBT SC2Req 48.85 0.90

Basic GPT 20.36 0.56

Human Rewritten 49.80 0.92

eTour SC2Req 44.63 0.83

Basic GPT 25.66 0.60

Human Rewritten 45.37 0.85

iTrust SC2Req 37.21 0.71

Basic GPT 21.95 0.57

Human Rewritten 36.05 0.71

eAnci SC2Req 42.55 0.81

Basic GPT 28.12 0.62

Human Rewritten 40.62 0.77

Table 1: Experimental results when each dataset attends training process in Java programming language.
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Complex software and under-documented legacy systems pose challenges for maintenance, and understanding their require-

ments is key. We introduce an automated method that uses the GPT model to transform source code into require-

ments, bridging the code-documentation gap.

GPT’s prowess in natural language processing tasks in-

spired its adaptation for the code-to-requirements translation
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